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Whats Happening?
Who is considerd?

on this project we are observing how 
the service of the Savannah Children’s 
Museum is doing for its customers and 
what improvements on it’s deliverable 
service can we create. 

interest’s/ Activities 
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How was the experience? 



insights

- Maybe something for the parents to do as well the kids can get to see 
them in action …( a lot of the times the kid side never comes out in 
adulthood … no time)

- Adults want to have fun too (they try to jump on the swing area)

- “it’s a children museum where you go to learn how to have fun again”

- A puzzle of the world map can be considered.

documentation



1) Train roller coasters
2) every time the bell is rung a choo choo train sound also goes off.
3) retractable roof
4) Glass ceiling
5) Mist fountains for the kids to play
6) next to where the tables are there can be a blackboard for parents to 
draw on
7) Should have horseshoe the game to play for everyone
8) proving a world map for everyone to pin or mark up their origin

Transformative

1) Numbered pathways resembling brick on the floor that lead towards each 
play area.
2) Have special events where they can have kids join the parades in town.
3) Hold puppet shows and the theme can be trains. 
4) Staff can wear costumes
5) Acquiring a mascot
6) Taking photos with the mascot
7) Having a statue of a mascot
8) Stamp scanner for reentrance

optimistic
ideas ideas



ideation process descision Matrix
Weight  Gardening    Swimming
         Lessons                    Signage Improvements

Educational               20   8    9     5

Fun                              30   5    7   3
 
Interactivity                20   6     6    6

Safety                          10    9  7  10

Bonds
(companionship)       20      5    6    3

Total                           100       620      700      470



final decision


